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Abstract: Joint Air Operations (JAO) are traditionally orchestrated using 
centralised planning and scheduling that assigns air assets to mission packages 
for the purpose of achieving campaign objectives. However, the current 
command and control model used by the Air Force lacks ‘agility’, since it 
neither anticipate changes in the battlespace nor take advantage of continuous 
information provided by the sensors in a network-centric environment. In this 
study, we propose a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis model that considers four 
competing objectives (effort, effectiveness, efficiency, and connectivity) to 
assess vehicle-target allocation for network-centric JAO. The proposed model 
uses entropy, multi-hop connectivity, and the Analytic Hierarchy Process to 
derive an overall measures of the performance for alternative vehicle-target 
allocation scenarios. 
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1 Introduction 

Joint Air Operations (JAO), primarily conducted by the Air Force, involves joint or 
combined forces in support of a military campaign. JAO are traditionally orchestrated 
using centralised planning that places the authority for decision-making in one 
commander who is responsible for developing a coordinated campaign plan for all air 
operations in the area of responsibility. Air packages (e.g. different vehicles) are 
assembled and assigned to different geographical locations (e.g. targets) such that their 
coordinated efforts achieve the JAO objectives. Once the objectives of the mission are 
defined, Master Air Attack Planners (MAAPs) assign vehicles to targets and develop a 
plan of execution called the ‘air tasking order’ detailing how air power will support the 
overall mission in the presence of uncertainties and a hostile enemy. The use of the term 
targets in this paper is meant to include all geographical mission assignments and 
surveillance of points of interest or reconnaissance of named areas. 

The air tasking order transmitted to operators at the tactical level lacks ‘agility’, since 
it is a static plan produced on a fixed schedule. Changes to the air tasking order are 
manpower intensive and often require extensive coordination. This severely impacts the 
ability to take advantage of the continuous information provided by the sensors. The main 
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difficulty in developing agile air tasking orders is in understanding the impact of dynamic 
changes to the plan acerbated by the lack of capabilities for sharing and accessing 
information. There is a critical need for enhanced real-time information sharing and 
performance measurement that incorporates anticipative capabilities regarding alternative 
configuration scenarios and future uncertain events. 

The Air Force is exploring various innovative infrastructures to increase the 
effectiveness of JAO. Network-centric operations have provided JAO with the capability 
to generate precise effects by accessing new and previously unreachable regions of the 
information domain. This study exploits this real-time information and proposes a Multi-
Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) model in a network-centric environment to assess 
different vehicle-target assignment scenarios and derive an effective operational tempo 
for successful JAO. 

The rigid air tasking process does not allow aircrafts to use real-time information to 
self-organise and more effectively and efficiently engage targets. We propose a dynamic 
environment where events such as the destruction or discovery of a target or air defence 
system or loss of a vehicle triggers the assessment system. The system proposed in this 
study, utilises real-time information via a robust network to enhance information sharing, 
collaboration, shared situational awareness, and self-synchronisation fundamental to 
mission effectiveness in network-centric warfare. 

The problem of assigning targets to fight units (i.e. aircrafts, battleships, or weapons) 
has received considerable attention in the operations research community (Manne, 1958; 
DenBroeder, Ellison and Emerling, 1959; Braford, 1961; Day, 1966; Matlin, 1970; Li, 
Curry and Boyd, 2004). Several extensive literature surveys are available on the subject 
(Eckler and Burr, 1972; Murphey, 1999; Voss, 1999). Most of these problems are 
formulated as optimisation problems where optimum assignment of targets is determined 
by maximising objective functions such as the expected number of targets destroyed. 
There are two types of target assignment problems, the static and dynamic problems. In 
the static problem, all targets are assigned at one time and the objective is to minimise the 
total expected number of the surviving targets. In the dynamic problem, weapons are 
assigned to targets in several discrete time intervals and the outcome of previous 
engagements is used in making future assignments. 

Target assignment research to date has focused on developing heuristics or solving 
special case problems such as identical weapons problems (DenBroeder, Ellison and 
Emerling, 1959; Katter, 1986) or single weapon problems (Chang, James and Shaw, 
1987; Orlin, 1987). Metler and Preston (1990) have studied a series of algorithms for 
solving the weapon and target assignment problems efficiently, which is critical for real-
time applications. Other more complicated algorithms have been developed to solve 
dynamic target assignment problems (Hosein, Walton and Athans, 1988; Murphey, 
1999). While the traditional target assignment models in operations research consider 
both static and dynamic models, they assume a single role for each vehicle and do not 
consider a communication objective among the vehicles necessary for successful 
network-centric operations. 

Non-linear programming (Day, 1966), goal programming (Green, Moore and Borsi, 
1997), non-linear network flow (Castanon, 1987), neural networks (Wachholder, 1989), 
and evolutionary genetic algorithms (Grant, 1993; Lee and Lee, 2003, 2005; Lee, Lee and 
Lee, 2003) are among some of the widely used techniques for solving target assignment 
problems. The Genetic algorithm models have considered multiple roles for vehicles in a 
target assignment problem but none have taken into consideration the value of 
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communication. Dynamic programming (Flint, 2003) and network optimisation 
(O’Rourke et al., 2000) are also used to solve target assignment problems. Network 
optimisation modelling treats the individual vehicles as discrete supplies of single units 
while tasks are carried out as flows on arcs through the network. Tabu search is used to 
solve the difficult combinatorial network optimisation problems (O’Rourke et al., 2000; 
Toth and Vigo, 2002). While these methods are dynamic, they value each vehicle-target 
assignment independently with a separable objective function. 

Beard, McLain and Goodrich (2002) have developed a system for the target 
assignment and coordinated intercept problem. They solve the target assignment problem 
by using satisficing and social welfare paradigms to assign unmanned air vehicles to a set 
of targets. While their model is dynamic and considers multiple roles for each vehicle, it 
does not take into consideration the value of communication. The model presented in this 
paper differs from the existing models and has four distinctive characteristics. Our model 
is dynamic, since the outcome of previous engagements is used in making future 
assignments, it allows multiple roles for the vehicles, it considers a series of competing 
objectives simultaneously, and it takes into account the value of communication. All of 
these factors are considered in the MCDA model. The MCDA model presented here is a 
solution evaluation tool that can be embedded within common meta-heuristics (see 
Reeves, 1993) such as genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989), simulated 
annealing (Van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987), and Tabu search (Glover and Laguna, 
1996). 

We formulate the problem of assigning fighting units (aircraft referred to as ‘vehicles’ 
in our study) to targets as the MCDA problem with competing and conflicting objectives 
(i.e. maximising the number of vehicles assigned to each target, maximising the number 
of targets assigned to vehicles, minimising the distance between a vehicle and the targets, 
maximising the distance between a vehicle and the air defence sites, etc.). We develop a 
weighted-sum overall measure of performance for vehicle-target assignments by 
integrating different measures reflecting multiple objectives driven by problem situation 
and not by a particular method. The weighted sum (also called weighted average sum or 
linear weighted attribute) is a very popular and simple aggregation method 
(Triantaphyllou, 2000). Each objective is assigned a weighting value representing the 
relative importance of that objective. The method transforms multiple objectives into an 
aggregated objective function by multiplying the performance score of each objective by 
the weighting values and summing up all weighted scores. The weights used in the 
weighted sum method are selected by the decision-maker(s) prior to determination of the 
solution. Often experienced decision-makers have difficulty reliably selecting specific 
values even if they are intimately familiar with the problem domain. The solutions in 
weighted sum method are strongly dependent upon how the weights were chosen. We use 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) introduced by Saaty (1977) to derive the relative 
importance of each objective. The details of the AHP and the mathematical details of our 
model are presented in Section 2. We present an application problem in Section 3, 
followed by the results of the sensitivity analysis in Section 4, and conclusion and future 
research directions in Section 5. 
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2 Vehicle-target allocation model 

Assuming a vehicle is assigned to one and only one target while multiple vehicles could 
be assigned to a target, we consider a problem with T targets and V vehicles. Let hvt

represent the assignment of the vth vehicle to the tth target, where hvt = 1 if the vth 
vehicle is assigned to the tth target, otherwise hvt = 0. H is the resulting assignment matrix 
where the vth row corresponds to the vth vehicle and the tth column corresponds to the tth 
target, i.e. [H]vt = hvt. The vehicle’s role is dependent upon whether the target is 
confirmed. Although the locations of the targets are known, the current viability of a 
target must be confirmed before a strike. If the target is confirmed, the vehicle is assigned 
the ‘strike’ role and if the target is unconfirmed, the vehicle is assigned the ‘sensor’ role. 
There are four competing objectives (Fr) that affect how vehicles are assigned to targets: 

Effort (F1): maximise the number of vehicles assigned to each target. 
Effectiveness (F2): maximise the number of targets assigned to vehicles. 
Efficiency (F3): a combined measure of travel and threats used to minimise the 
distance between a vehicle and the targets and maximise the distance between a 
vehicle and the air defence sites. 
Connectivity (F4): a measure of multi-hop connectivity used to assess the quality of 
the current communication network. 

Each objective is calculated and normalised to a real number between 0 and 1. The 
weighted sum approach considers all objectives as having the same optimisation criterion 
(minimisation or maximisation). For this purpose, each objective is set to be maximised 
through inversion where necessary. By means of the linear combination of all the 
weighted objectives, a combined objective function value F where 0 F  1 is achieved: 

4

1 r rr
F w F . wr is the relative importance (weight) of each objective (0 wr 1) where 

4

1
1rr

w  and Fr is the performance measure of each objective (0 Fr 1). In practice, 

there is no real need for the wr terms to sum to one. However, this constraint is 
convenient, since all objective functions are similarly scaled from 0 to 1. 

The overall measure of performance, F, developed here is used to evaluate alternative 
vehicle-target assignment scenarios. A selected scenario is considered robust if the 
solutions obtained for different possible importance weights associated with the 
competing objectives remain stable. If the solution model is robust to the values of 
the importance weights, the level of confidence in the selected scenario is increased 
significantly. In order to assess the robustness of our model, we perform sensitivity 
analysis on the importance weights and the performance values of the four competing 
objectives using the method proposed by Triantaphyllou and Sanchez (1997) for 
weighted sum MCDA models. We consider M scenarios and r competing objectives. 
Scenarios will be denoted as Sx (for x = 1, 2, …, M) and objectives as Fr (for r = 1, 2, 3 
and 4). Furthermore, using wr (for r = 1, 2, 3 and 4) as the importance weight of each 
objective, we assume that sx,r is the measure of performance of scenario Sx in terms of 
objective Fr and Fx is the weighted overall performance of each scenario. We measure the 
minimum quantity that the weight for objective Fr needs to be changed to reverse the 
ranking for each pair of scenarios (Sx, Sy) under consideration as r, x, y = Fy – Fx/sy, r – sx, r

where Fx and Fy are the weighted overall performance measures of Sx and Sy. The 
following condition must be satisfied for the weight to be feasible: r,x,y wr. In cases 
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where it is possible to reverse the existing ranking ( r,x,y > wr), the modified weight of the 
first objective is calculated as: , ,r r r x yw w . The percentage change in the weight can 

also be calculated as , ,% 100r x y r rw w w . The threshold value, %Rr,x,y, by which the 
performance measure of scenario Sx in terms of objective Fr, denoted as sx,r, needs to be 
modified so that the ranking of objective Fx and Fy will be reversed, is given as: 
%Rr, x, y = F x – F y/wr × 100/sx, r. Furthermore, the following condition should be satisfied 
for the threshold value to be feasible: %Rr,x,y  100. 

To measure effort (F1), we define Xt as the number of vehicles assigned to target t,
where 1

VX ht vtv . In addition, we define pt as the proportion of total vehicles assigned 
to target t, i.e. pt = Xt/V. We further assume tw  is the weight associated with each 

confirmed or unconfirmed target where 
1

1
T

tt
w . The importance weight associated 

with each target can be elicited by different weighting procedures. The simplest way is 
weighting each target directly by point allocation. Other weighting methods include 
SMART and SMARTER (Edwards and Barron, 1994; Barron and Barnett, 1996), 
SWING (Von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986), and AHP (Saaty, 1977, 1983, 1994). 
Using SMART, 10 points are given to the least important target. Then, more points are 
given to the other targets, depending upon their relative importance. In SMARTER, the 
weights are elicited with the centroid method of Solymosi and Dombi (1986). The 
SWING method is similar, but the procedure starts from the most important target, 
keeping it as the reference. 

In this model, we assume the priority of the targets are known and given. This is not 
unreasonable, since the current process produces a Joint Integrated Prioritised Target 
List. However, we could have used AHP to elicit the importance weights of the targets as 
we do later in this study with the importance weight of the objectives in our MCDA 
model. We find tp , the weighted proportion of total vehicles assigned to target t as 

t t tp w p . Next, we find the normalised weighted proportion of total vehicles assigned to 

target t, ˆtp , where 
1

ˆ
T

t t jj
p p p . Using the vector 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,..., Tp p p p , a Shannon 

entropy measure (Shannon, 1948), 
1

ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) 1 ln( ) ln
T

t tt
E p r p p  is used to evaluate the 

amount of dissonance among the weighted proportion of vehicles assigned to different 
targets. This entropy measure takes a value between 0 and 1. Its value is zero if all 
vehicles are assigned to a target with maximum weight and its value is one if the 
weighted proportion assigned to each target is identical. Our efficiency measure, F1, is 
then defined as 1 ˆ1F E p  where 0 F1  1. The higher F1, the more vehicles are 
assigned to higher-valued targets. 

To measure effectiveness (F2), we find the proportion of the total value of targets that 
are assigned at least one vehicle. We define bt = 1 if hvt = 1 for some v and bt = 0 
otherwise, then 2 1

T
t tt

F w b  and 0 F2  1. 

To measure efficiency (F3), we define dvt as the distance of the vth vehicle to the tth 
target. Since we are maximising this measure, we define vtd , 1vt vtd d and ˆ

vtd , the 
normalised measure of performance of distance of the vth vehicle to the tth target, as 

1 1
ˆ T V
vt vt vtt v

d d d . Let us further consider A air defence sites and define dva as the 
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distance of the vth vehicle to the ath air defence site. The average distance of the vth 
vehicle to the A air defence sites, vd , is 

1

A
v vaa

d d A . Further defining dta as the 

distance of the tth target to the ath air defence site, we find the average distance of target 
t to the A air defence sites, td , as 

1

A
t taa

d d A . The measure of performance of 

assigning vth vehicle to the tth target in terms of average distance from the air defence 
site, vtd , is 2vt v td d d . We find the normalised measure of this performance as 

1 1
ˆ̂ T V

vt vtt v
d d d . Next, we average ˆ

vtd  and ˆ̂d  to find vtd , the combined measure of 

travel and threat for assigning the vth vehicle to the tth target ˆˆ ˆ 2vt vt vtd d d . Using 

these values, we find the normalised measure of travel and threat for assigning the vth 
vehicle to the tth-target, 

, , ,
vt vt vt vt vt

v t v t v t
d d Min d Max d Mind . The overall measure of travel 

and threat for a given assignment, F3, is 3 , vt vtv t
F h d V  where 0 F3  1. 

To measure connectivity (F4), we assess the quality of the current communication 
network using a measure of multi-hop connectivity (Miller, 2001). Multi-hop 
connectivity provides a measure of the number of vehicles (or communication nodes) 
through which information must be relayed for vehicles to communicate. For V vehicles, 
we create the V × V multi-hop connectivity matrix C where the (i,j)th entry in the matrix, 
cij corresponds to the minimum number of hops for vehicle i to relay information to 
vehicle j and a 0 indicates that no connectivity exists between i and j. In this instance, we 
replace 0 with V + 1 to penalise the disconnectivity. As detailed by Miller (2001), we 
derive this matrix from an initial adjacency matrix A, where a 1 in the (i,j)th entry of this 
matrix indicates that vehicle i is directly linked to vehicle j and a 0 indicates that no direct 
connection exists. Once the multi-hop connectivity matrix C has been derived we 
compute the value  where 1

1 1
1

V
iji j

c V V  and 0 V + 1. For fully-

connected networks, is the average hop distance; and for disconnected networks,  is 
the penalised hop distance (penalised for disconnectivity). F4 = 1 – /V + 1 provides the 
measure of the connectivity of the current network (0 F4  1). 

The relative importance (i.e. weighting) of the four objectives is captured through a 
series of pairwise comparisons using the AHP and Expert Choice software. AHP was 
introduced by Saaty (1977) to assist decision-makers in the evaluation of complex 
judgmental problems. Saaty argues that a decision-maker naturally finds it easier to 
compare two things than to compare all the items in a list. AHP also evaluates the 
consistency of the decision-makers and allows for the revision of their responses. 
Because of the intuitive nature of the process and its power in resolving the complexity in 
a judgmental problem, AHP has been applied to many diverse decisions. A 
comprehensive list of the major applications of AHP, along with a description of the 
method and its axioms, can be found in Saaty (1977, 1983, 1994), Zahedi (1986) and 
Weiss and Rao (1987). AHP has proven to be a very popular technique for determining 
weights in multi-criteria problems and has gained wide acceptance among academics and 
practitioners (Golden, Wasil and Harker, 1989; Shim, 1989; Forman and Gass, 2001; 
Golden and Wasil, 2003; Gass, 2005). 
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The MAAPs are asked to provide their subjective assessment of each pairwise 
comparison. Saaty’s AHP uses these pairwise comparisons to derive a weight for each 
objective. This requires each MAAP to make six pairwise comparisons. Let us assume 
that c1,c2,c3, and c4 are the four objectives that contribute to the overall quality of a 
particular vehicle-target assignment. The MAAP’s next task is to assess the relative 
importance of these objectives by comparing each possible pair (cj,ck) and indicating 
which objective is more important and by how much. These judgments are represented by 
a 4 × 4 matrix,  = (  jk) where j,k = 1, , 4. If cj is judged to be of equal importance as 
ck, then  jk  = 1; if cj is judged to be more important than ck, then  jk > 1; and if cj is 
judged to be less important than ck, then  jk < 1.  jk = 1/  jk where  jk  0. Thus, matrix 
is a reciprocal matrix so that the entry  jk  is the inverse of the entry  kj .  jk reflects the 
relative importance of cj compared with objective ck. For example, 12 = 1.25 indicates 
that c1 was 1.25 times as important as c2.

The vector W representing the relative weights of each of the four objectives is found 
by computing the normalised eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of 
matrix . An eigenvalue of  is defined as  which satisfies the matrix equation w = w,
where  is a constant, called the eigenvalue, associated with the given eigenvector w.
Saaty has shown that the best estimate of w is the one associated with the maximum 
eigenvalue ( max) of the matrix . Because the sum of the weights should be equal to 
1.00, the normalised eigenvector is used. Saaty’s algorithm for obtaining this w is 
incorporated in the software Expert Choice (2004) utilised in this study. 

One of the advantages of AHP is that it assesses the consistency of the MAAP’s 
pairwise comparisons. Saaty suggests a measure of consistency for the pairwise 
comparisons. When the judgments are perfectly consistent, the maximum eigenvalue 
( max) should equal to the number of objectives that are compared (four). Typically, the 
responses are not perfectly consistent, and max is greater than four. The larger the max,
the greater is the degree of inconsistency. Saaty defines a consistency index as  
( max – 4)/(4 – 1) and provides a random index table for matrices of order 3 to 10. This
random index is based on a simulation of a large number of randomly generated weights.

The responses of the MAAPs are processed with Expert Choice and those with 
inconsistency ratios greater than 0.10 are asked to reconsider their judgments as 
suggested by Saaty (1977, 1983, 1994). The importance weights are averaged after the 
necessary adjustments are made to inconsistent responses. Each MAAP is presented with 
his or her individual score along with the group mean weights. MAAPs are given the 
opportunity to revisit their judgments and make revisions to their pairwise comparison 
scores based on this feedback. As a result, a set of weights representing the relative 
importance of the four objectives is found. 

There has been some criticism of AHP in the operations research community. Harker 
and Vargas (1987) show that AHP does have an axiomatic foundation, the cardinal 
measurement of preferences is fully represented by the eigenvector method, and the 
principles of hierarchical composition and rank reversal are valid. On the other hand, 
Dyer (1990a) has questioned the theoretical basis underlying AHP and argues that it can 
lead to preference reversals based on the alternative set being analysed. In response, 
Saaty (1990) explains how rank reversal is a positive feature when new reference points 
are introduced. The Geometric aggregation rule can be used to avoid rank reversal which 
has had varying degrees of importance to different researchers (Dyer, 1990a,b; Harker 
and Vargas, 1990; Saaty, 1990). 
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3 Application problem 

We consider a tactical military operations problem with five vehicles (A, B, C, D, and E),
five targets (A , B , C , D , and E ), and five air defence sites (A , B , C , D , and E ). The 
distance matrix for the targets and air defence sites are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1 The distance matrix for the targets and air defence sites (miles)

Air defence site 

A B C D E

A 15 43 86 145 79
B 33 30 51 112 60
C 147 120 73 16 95
D 130 100 71 25 68Ta

rg
et

 

E 51 39 86 119 41

The MAAPs are provided with 0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.15, and 0.1 as the importance weight of 
targets A , B , C , D , and E . As discussed earlier, AHP and Expert Choice could have 
been used to determine the importance weights of the targets. Initially, at time period zero 
(t = 0), all targets were confirmed and all vehicles were assigned the ‘strike’ role. 
Vehicles A and B were assigned to target A' while vehicles C, D, and E were assigned to 
targets B , C , and D . No vehicle was assigned to target E . The MAAPs also used AHP 
and Expert choice as a group to determine the importance weight of the four objectives: 
effort (F1), effectiveness (F2), efficiency (F3), and connectivity (F4). Alternatively, each 
MAAP could have used Expert Choice individually to derive his or her importance 
weights. In that case, the geometric aggregation rule would have been used to combine 
individual weights into a group weight. Table 2 shows the pairwise comparison matrix 
along with the importance weights for the four factors derived through brainstorming by 
the MAAPs. These judgments were considered consistent because the inconsistency ratio 
associated with the pairwise comparison matrix was zero. 
Table 2 The pairwise comparison matrix and the relative weights 

Effort (F1) Effectiveness (F2) Efficiency (F3) Connectivity (F4)
Effort (F1) 1.000 0.500 0.250 0.333 
Effectiveness (F2) 2.000 1.000 0.500 0.625 
Efficiency (F3) 4.000 2.000 1.000 1.400 
Connectivity (F4) 3.000 1.600 0.715 1.000 
Overall weight 0.100 0.196 0.404 0.300 

Note: Inconsistency ratio = 0. 

At t+5 (5 min after takeoff), the initial assignment of vehicles to targets remained 
unchanged. The distance matrix for the vehicles and targets and the distance matrix for 
the vehicles and air defence sites are presented in Tables 3 and 4. 

Using the methods described in Section 2 for effort, effectiveness, efficiency, and 
connectivity, the performance scores of F1, F2, F3, and F4 were calculated as 0.769, 
0.750, 0.421, and 0.767. The low score of 0.421 for F3 (efficiency) was primarily due to 
the long distances between the vehicles and targets (see Table 3 and Figure 1). 
Considering the importance weight of the four objectives and their performance scores, 
we found the overall weighted performance score of this state as 0.624. The importance 
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weights and the performance scores along with a picture of the t+5 state are given in 
Figure 1. 
Table 3 The distance matrix for the vehicles and targets at t+5 (miles) 

Target 
A B C D E

A 130 102 142 158 169
B 157 134 166 187 202
C 160 128 117 145 186
D 190 154 87 123 195V

eh
ic

le
 

E 198 165 123 154 216

Table 4 The distance matrix for the vehicles and air defence sites at t+5 (miles) 

Air defence sites 
A B C D E

A 132 128 96 140 145
B 164 160 128 167 176
C 162 150 103 122 154
D 187 166 112 98 157V

eh
ic

le
 

E 200 183 132 135 182

Figure 1 The t+5 state (For colour figures, please see online version) 
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At t+15, the initial assignment of vehicles to targets remained unchanged. Given the new 
vehicle-target distance matrix and vehicle–air defence site distance matrix, we measured 
the performance score of F1, F2, F3, and F4 and the overall weighted performance score 
of the state. As it is shown in Figure 2, F1 and F2 remained unchanged (0.769 and 0.750, 
respectively). However, F3 was decreased to 0.332 (a reduction of 21%) because while 
the vehicles were closer to the targets, they were also much closer to the air defence sites. 
In addition, F4 was decreased to 0.667 (a reduction of 13%) because of the increase in the 
number of vehicles (or communication nodes) through which information must be 
relayed for vehicles to communicate. 

Figure 2 The t+15 state 
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At t+15, the MAAPs considered changing the A – A , B – A , C – B , D – C , and  
E – D  assignment of vehicles to targets. Three scenarios were considered: t+15A, t+15B,
and t+15C. The performance measures for the three scenarios are presented in Table 5. 
As discussed earlier in Section 1, meta-heuristics such as genetic algorithms, simulated 
annealing, and Tabu search could be used to find additional or the optimal solution using 
the evaluation model presented here. Scenario t+15A was considered by switching  
A – B , B – B , and C – A . As a result of this new configuration, F3 was improved by 7% 
to 0.354 and the overall weighted performance score was improved by 2% to 0.567. Next, 
Scenario t+15B was considered by switching D – D  and E – C . This new configuration 
resulted in a 22% improvement in F3 to 0.405 and a 5% improvement in the overall 
weighted performance score of the state to 0.587. Finally, the MAAPs considered 
combining both scenarios t+15A and t+15B into one scenario, t+15C by switching A–B ,
B – B , C – A , D – D  and E – C . The combined configuration resulted in a 28% 
improvement in F3 to 0.426 and a 7% improvement in the overall weighted performance 
score of the state to 0.596. Configuration t+15C was selected by the MAAPs and the 
vehicles received their new assignments. 
Table 5 The t+15 alternative assignments 

Alternative assignment t+15A 

Target 

t+15A Assignment A B C D E

A 0 1 0 0 0 
B 0 1 0 0 0 
C 1 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 1 0 0 V

eh
ic

le
 

E 0 0 0 1 0 

t+15A Measures F1 F2 F3 F4

Performance score 0.769 0.750 0.354 0.667
Overall weighted performance score 0.567

Alternative assignment t+15B 

Target 

t+15B Assignment A B C D E

A 1 0 0 0 0 
B 1 0 0 0 0 
C 0 1 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 1 0 V
eh

ic
le

 

E 0 0 1 0 0 

t+15B Measures F1 F2 F3 F4

Performance score 0.769 0.750 0.405 0.667
Overall weighted performance score 0.587
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Table 5 The t+15 alternative assignments (continued) 

Alternative assignment t+15C 

Target 

t+15C Assignment A B C D E

A 0 1 0 0 0 
B 0 1 0 0 0 
C 1 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 1 0 V

eh
ic

le
 

E 0 0 1 0 0 

t+15C Measures F1 F2 F3 F4

Performance score 0.769 0.750 0.426 0.667
Overall weighted performance score 0.596

At t+25, the vehicles engaged the targets and targets A  and B  were attacked but not yet 
verified as destroyed. The assignment of vehicles to target remained unchanged as A – B ,
B – B , C – A , D – D  and E – C . The distance matrix for the vehicles and targets and the 
distance matrix for the vehicles and air defence sites along with a picture of the t+25 state 
are given in Figure 3. As shown, the overall weighted performance score of this state was 
0.463. 

Given the new information concerning the attack on targets A  and B , the MAAPs 
revisited the priority scores of the targets. Targets A  and B  were downgraded and 
received a reduced priority score with their remaining scores reallocated among targets 
C , D , and E  through normalisation. The new priority score vector for targets A , B , C ,
D , and E  was 0.05, 0.05, 0.3375, 0.3375, and 0.225. In light of the new information, the 
MAAPs also revisited the assignment of vehicles to targets by considering two scenarios: 
t+25A and t+25B.

In scenario t+25A, vehicle B was assigned to target E . As a result, the performance 
score of F1 was reduced by 11% to 0.642 because none of the targets have more that one 
vehicle assigned to them and the performance score of F2 was increased by 29% to 1.000 
because all targets were assigned to at least one vehicle. F3 was also improved by 21% to 
0.117 because of the revised priority score of the targets. The overall weighted 
performance score of the t+25A scenario was improved by 10% to 0.507 compared to the 
0.463 overall weighted performance score at t+25. The MAAPs also considered scenario
t+25B by assigning A – C , B – D , and E – E . In this configuration, F1 was slightly 
decreased by 3% to 0.696 while F2 and F3 were increased significantly by 23 and 400% 
to 0.950 and 0.492, respectively. The overall weighted performance score of t+25B was 
also improved significantly by 42% to 0.655. The MAAPs chose this alternative. In this 
configuration, vehicle C was assigned to target A  which was previously attacked but not 
verified. This assignment implies a new role allocation for vehicle C from ‘strike’ to 
‘sensor’. All vehicles were informed about their new target and role assignments. The 
numerical performance scores for these two scenarios are presented in Table 6. 
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Figure 3 The t+25 state 
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Table 6 The t+25 alternative assignments 

Alternative assignment t+25A 

Target 

t+25A Assignment A B C D E

A 0 1 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 0 1 
C 1 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 1 0 V

eh
ic

le
 

E 0 0 1 0 0 

t+25A Measures F1 F2 F3 F4

Performance score 0.642 1.000 0.117 0.667
Overall weighted performance score 0.507

Alternative assignment t+25B 

Target 

t+25B Assignment A B C D E

A 0 0 1 0 0 
B 0 0 0 1 0 
C 1 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 1 0 V

eh
ic

le
 

E 0 0 0 0 1 

t+25B Measures F1 F2 F3 F4

Performance score 0.696 0.950 0.492 0.667
Overall weighted performance score 0.655

4 Sensitivity analysis 

In order to assess the robustness of our results, we perform sensitivity analysis on the 
importance weights and the performance values of the four objectives using the method 
of Triantaphyllou and Sanchez (1997) described earlier. 

At t+15, we considered three scenarios, S1 (t+15A), S2 (t+15B), and S3 (t+15C). The 
weights of the four evaluation factors (F1, F2, F3, and F4) were 0.100, 0.196, 0.404, and 
0.300, respectively. Each scenario had a performance score on each factor. For example, 
S1 had a score of 0.769, 0.750, 0.332, and 0.667 on F1, F2, F3, and F4, respectively. The 
overall weighted performance score was calculated as the weighted sum of the 
performance scores. The overall weighted performance score of S1, S2, and S3 were 0.567, 
0.587, and 0.596, respectively (see Table 7.1). S3 was preferred to S2, and, S2 was 
preferred to S1. Our sensitivity analysis of the importance weights showed that for each 
pair of scenarios, all calculated weight changes were infeasible. In other words, change of 
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weight in F1, F2, F3, or F4 resulted in no rank reversal (see Tables 7.2 and 7.3). This was 
primarily because S3 was preferred to S2 and S2 was preferred to S1 on not only the overall 
weighted performance score but also on the performance score of each evaluation factor. 
Next, we performed a sensitivity analysis on the performance values associated with the 
four factors. Table 7.4 presents the percentage change of the performance scores that 
result in a rank reversal. For example, for a ranking reversal of S1 and S2, the performance 
scores of S1 and S2 would have to be increased by 26, 14, 14, and 10%, respectively. 
Table 7 Sensitivity analysis results for t+15 

Table 7.1 Decision matrix and preferences (sx,r and Fr)

F1 F2 F3 F4

Scenario w1 = 0.100 w2 = 0.196 w3 = 0.404 w4 = 0.300 Fr

S1 0.769 0.750 0.354 0.667 0.567
S2 0.769 0.750 0.405 0.667 0.587
S3 0.769 0.750 0.426 0.667 0.596

Table 7.2 All possible r,x,y values (absolute change in criteria weights) 

Scenario pairs F1 F2 F3 F4

S1, S2 NF NF NF NF
S1, S3 NF NF NF NF
S2, S3 NF NF NF NF

Table 7.3 All possible %wr,x,y values (percent change in criteria weights) 

Scenario pairs F1 F2 F3 F4

S1, S2 NF NF NF NF
S1, S3 NF NF NF NF
S2, S3 NF NF NF NF

Table 7.4 All possible %Rr,x,y values (percent change in performance scores) 

Scenario pairs F1 F2 F3 F4

S1, S2 –26 –14 –14 –10
S1, S3 –38 –20 –20 –15
S2, S1 26 14 12 10
S2, S3 –12 –6 –6 –5
S3, S1 38 20 17 15
S3, S2 12 6 5 5

Note: NF denotes non-feasible. 

At t+25, we considered two scenarios, S1 (t+25A) and S2 (t+25B). S2 with an overall 
weighted performance score of 0.655 was preferred to S1 with an overall weighted 
performance score of 0.507 (see Table 8.1). The results for our sensitivity analysis of the 
importance weights are presented in Tables 8.2 and 8.3. Changes for F2 and F3 were 
considered feasible and changes for F1 and F4 were considered infeasible. As shown in 
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Table 8.2, the weight on F2 would have to decrease by –2.911 (or increase of 2.911) in 
order for the ranking of S1 and S2 to reverse. Furthermore, the current 0.404 weight of F3
would have to decrease by 0.388 for the ranking of S1 and S2 to reverse (0.404 –
 0.388 = 0.016). This information is presented in Table 8.3 in percentage terms. For 
example, the weight on F2 would have to decrease by –1456% (or an increase of 1456%) 
or the weight on F3 would have to decrease by 97% in order for the rankings to reverse. 
Finally, the sensitivity analysis on the performance scores of the two scenarios is 
presented in Table 8.4. For example, the performance score of S1 on F1, 0.642, would 
have to decrease by –227 (or an increase of 227%) in order for the rankings of S1 and S2
to reverse. 
Table 8 Sensitivity analysis results for t+25 

Table 8.1 Decision matrix and preferences (sx,r and Fr)

F1 F2 F3 F4

Scenario w1 = 0.100 w2 = 0.196 w3 = 0.404 w4 = 0.300 Fr

S1 0.642 1.000 0.117 0.667 0.507
S2 0.696 0.950 0.492 0.667 0.655

Table 8.2 All possible r,x,y values (absolute change in criteria weights) 

Scenario pairs F1 F2 F3 F4

S1, S2 NF –2.911 0.388 NF

Table 8.3 All possible %wr,x,y  values (percent change in criteria weights) 

Scenario pairs F1 F2 F3 F4

S1, S2 NF –1456 97 NF

Table 8.4 All possible %Rr,x,y values (percent change in performance scores) 

Scenario pairs F1 F2 F3 F4

S1, S2 –227 –73 –311 –73
S2, S1 NF 77 74 73

Note: NF denotes non-feasible 

5 Conclusions and future research directions 

The existing vehicle-target assignment models are either static, lack flexibility, single 
objective, or lack capabilities to consider the value of connectivity in a networked 
environment. In contrast, the model presented in this study is: 

1 dynamic, since the outcome of previous engagements is used in making future 
assignments 

2 flexible, since it allows multiple roles for the vehicles 
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3 multi-objective, since it considers a series of competing objectives simultaneously 

4 communicative, since it takes into account the value of connectivity and 
communication. 

We utilise real-time information via a robust network to enhance information sharing, 
collaboration, shared situational awareness, and self-synchronisation. 

The MCDA model presented in this study is a solution evaluation tool that can be 
embedded within genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, or Tabu search environments. 
Aside from its applicability to vehicle-target allocation, the model has wider applications 
in MCDA situations where multiple roles are dynamically assigned to multiple resources. 
For example, in disaster recovery management, varying roles such as rescue operations, 
law enforcement, and communication facilitation are assigned to various personnel in 
response to emerging events. We are currently working on a dynamic optimisation model 
that incorporates the multi-criteria objectives of maximising the value of destroyed 
targets, minimising the threat to vehicles, and incorporates the value of communication. 
We are also considering embedding the evaluation model presented in this study along 
with our optimisation model into a visualisation environment within a larger decision 
support system. 
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